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        Pocket  Retina         Pearl Kid Halo        Luge  Torque      Collette     Nifty 
 
The Representatives may be the only super-famous super-team equipped to handle the 
toughest cases in the galaxy—but nothing compares to the struggle of seven diverse adults 
living under the same mansion roof. These legendary heroes are the Verses Galaxy’s best 
and brightest, called to protect its most valuable melting-pot planet…usually with a tabloid 
flare for the dramatic. 
 
The Representatives is a fully diverse, intersectionally-representative Avengers tackling 
Black Mirror/Star Trek cases, all while steeped in Downton Abbey sweeping drama. It also 
takes place in the interconnected Sergiverse, linking to the best-selling interactive novel 
series Versus and Heroes Rise.  
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The Representatives 
Repossessed (Part One) 

Issue #1 
 

We watch people. 

We watch people, We learn, and We try to help. We’ve spent a lifetime doing it, 

because it’s Our calling, Our gift, Our way to change the world. 

But lately, We don’t know why We watch. Lately, We fear the watching is 

only…hurting. 

Maybe that’s why We can’t stop. 

*** 

Today, We watch Pearl Bellamy as she moves into her bedroom suite in The 

Representatives mansion. Her entire life, Pearl has only ever wanted to be one thing: a 

hero. And right now she certainly looks the part, posing in the mirror in her brand new 

costume. The white spandex stretches along her lean limbs, popping against her pastel pink 

skin and white-blonde hair. This bodysuit and the varsity jacket covering it are lined with 

clean rainbow stripes, so Pearl appears every inch as bright and youthful as her 22 years 

suggest. The rainbows represent so much more, though—for Pearl, they reflect her 

unprecedented access to the shaded spectrum: red laser force and purple psychic 

projection and all the rest. Most people who study the mystic arts only master the skills of 

one hue in a lifetime, but Pearl is a prodigy able to wield all of them effortlessly. 

It’s cause for concern. 

Still, Pearl undoubtedly looks the part of the hero, raising her hand in the air and 

imagining herself flying on white winds, immortalized by adoring camera flashes. Pearl’s 

expression lets on that this pose isn’t right, but she’ll find it. After all, Pearl was only ever 

meant to be this one thing—it never even occurred to her to take on a codename. She has 

always just been Pearl, the girl who wanted to save, and to soar. 

Pearl’s posing practice is interrupted, however, as a slice of green energy bursts 

open across her new bedroom. 

“Knock knock,” a voice calls out from the other end of the green portal.  

Pearl immediately crouches next to a half-full cardboard box, pretending she’s been 

unpacking all along. 
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“Pocket, is everything okay?” she calls out as she rifles through a pile of framed 

family photographs.  

“Just a delicious gossip delivery!” Pocket answers, thrusting his metallic hand 

through the glowing green portal. His fist clutches the latest issue of The Daily Mask 

magazine. 

“Oh my goodness!” Pearl shouts, jumping back to her feet. “Get in here right now. Is 

that what I think it is?” 

“The latest Representatives roster-change special, with a delectable feature on our 

new ingénue?” Pocket says, leaning his entire torso through the portal. “Why yes, it is.” 

Unlike Us, Pocket isn’t human. Still, how he manages to balance the rationality of his 

Binarian android physicality and the genuine warmth of his personality is a trick We’ve 

been studying—and failing to emulate—for years. Even now, Pocket’s body is all cold grey 

steel and coursing with green teleportation fluid, but his soft-screen faceplate radiates with 

emotion: Excitement. Happiness. Pride. 

There are many who would argue Pocket’s emotion is merely a simulation, zeroes 

and ones strung together and pre-programmed, embodied with circuits and synapses. But 

We’d argue the same can be said of us humanoids in all our varied forms—we’re just 

organically coded sets of genes and instincts and chemical reactions.  

At any rate, We’ve served on The Representatives long enough to know Pocket is 

one of the greatest heroes planet Blende and the central galactic quadrant has ever seen. 

“Living for this new lewk, by the way,” Pocket says, his eye-lights scrolling up and 

down Pearl’s six-foot stature. 

“Collette worked with the in-house designer to update my look. Something about 

‘bridging my unique heroic persona with the branded Representatives future,’” Pearl 

explains absently, tearing the magazine from Pocket’s grasp. “Have you looked at it yet? Oh 

gosh, am I a total disaster?” 

“Never, my little lamb. But I’ll leave you to peruse in private,” Pocket says, retreating 

back inside his portal. “I know you’re probably dying to add the latest insert to your cutesy 

collection before our first briefing.” 

Pearl swallows audibly, looking both excited and terrified by this prospect. 
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“Don’t worry, you’ll fit right in,” Pocket finishes, projecting a reassuring smile on his 

faceplate screen. “Seriously, Pearl. Soak it all up. You’ve earned this.” 

Pearl projects a smile of her own, until Pocket’s portal dissipates into a fine green 

fizzle. Pearl wants to soak this all up, it’s so clear. She wants to enjoy this meteoric rise 

more than anything, but We know there’s so many reasons she can’t, not truly. 

One reason is because she has not actually “earned this,” not all the way. 

And that’s the reason We watch. 

…One reason, anyway. 

Pearl immediately flops down on her new four-poster bed, which is littered with 

half-unpacked things. She falls closest to her most prized possession: a three-ring binder 

full of The Daily Mask Representatives trading cards. She must have started collecting these 

cards as a little girl, since she even has a coveted set of founding roster cards. Pearl clearly 

knew this special was releasing today, because she has already pulled the most recent 

cards featuring her six teammates. They all sit neatly arranged, ready to be placed in the 

current-roster front page of this official collector’s binder.  

The only card missing is Pearl’s own—the one featured as an insert in that 

magazine. Pearl takes a deep breath, then flips to the center page where, indeed, her own 

trading card is nestled.  

“Oh, shut the high-flying frigg up,” Pearl whispers, disbelief and giddiness playing 

across her face as she looks down at the glossy rectangle.  

But then, as We might have predicted, Pearl’s wonder lasts only a few moments 

before she begins scrutinizing the image. She no doubt sees the small crease in the right leg 

of her costume, which was unveiled to her the day of the photo shoot and had yet to be fully 

tailored. She studies the lines of her face and analyzes her pose—the photographer was 

going for energized and poised, so Pearl chose to channel a ray of yellow sunlight. From the 

look on her face now, We surmise this pose isn’t quite the right fit yet, either. 

We then zoom in Our vision to see that Pearl focuses next on the gemstone shining 

from atop her left wrist. She must be questioning whether it looks convincing—after all, 

she has told everyone discovering this rare, ancient artifact is what makes her special, what 

helps her clarify and amplify her studied powers. She says the gemstone revealed itself to 

her as the chosen one, so she had it set in a gold cuff she never removes. 
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However, We know Pearl never removes this cuff because the gemstone is 

permanently bonded with the flesh of her wrist. And if everyone knew that, they’d start 

asking all the same questions We have. Pearl clutches this gemstone now, an 

absent-minded habit that was her first tell. The gem swirls and courses with colorful 

power, a rainbow mash of the deadliest and most potent energies in the entire galaxy. We 

often wonder if it scares her as much as it scares Us. 

Pearl does not dwell on this moment for long, even though she has dreamed about it 

her entire life. How could she, when she has no sense of how to live in the present? Like so 

many others, Pearl’s entire life is spent looking forward or looking back. So forward she 

goes, tearing the perforated edge of the trading card as carefully as she can manage. Once 

the  card is removed, it reveals a button set into the page underneath, which reads: Watch 

Pearl’s first exclusive interview since being drafted into The Representatives!  

Placing her trading card with the others, Pearl then presses the button on the flat 

page. This triggers an embedded circuit to project a holographic screen several inches 

above the magazine. Pearl stares down at this miniature image of herself, half awed and 

half mortified. 

“How does it feel to be the only Repo member of this latest roster?” a reporter’s 

voice asks from somewhere behind the camera.  

The question seems light enough, but every living soul on Blende understands its 

weight—and the history it carries. Centuries ago, Blende was an unremarkable planet 

populated by ordinary humans. That is, until it was discovered in a key position along a 

developing intergalactic trade route. Blende’s powerless natives were quickly 

“Repossessed”—a euphemistic word for colonized and enslaved—by an advanced 

extra-human race: The Repletes.  

Thankfully, Pearl is ready for the reporter’s loaded question. She delivers an answer 

she has likely practiced her entire life: “Well, we Repos have always been 

underrepresented when it comes to the hero field, being born without powers. I’ve had to 

work twice as hard as any Replete to be here today, but that’s something all Repos 

understand.” 
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Watching herself back on the projected holographic screen, Pearl seems content 

enough. But that’s only until her eye catches the ticker scroll at the bottom, a line of text 

that reads Live Comments. Pearl’s face falls as she reads the first: 

@brotein420 They only added a Repo to check some nonsense “diversity” box. Plus 

she’s not even THAT hot. 

“So how do you feel about Collette Scratch’s recent statement,” the reporter 

continues, “that she fears your mastery over the shaded spectrum came too fast for your 

age?” 

“She…? I hadn’t heard that yet,” Pearl stumbles on screen. The doubt on Pearl’s 

projected face matches her real-life expression—mirrored masks of surprise and panic. But 

at least on the screen, Pearl rebounds beautifully. 

“As a founding member, Collette has always been my own personal icon. If she feels 

that way, I look forward to working together and earning her trust,” Pearl spins, hitting 

every point from The Representatives’ interview-pivot media training. 

Meanwhile, real-life Pearl remains stuck reading the next Live Comment: 

@PearlyGirly Pearl is so the new Collette. Out with the OLD and in with the NEW! 

“In other words, you look forward to proving Collette wrong,” the reporter pushes 

back. “Do you think she’s still upset you won the new member slot over her draft pick? Or 

maybe she’s afraid of being replaced by a younger—” 

The interview cuts out, suddenly, as a new finger presses the button on the 

magazine. We look up to find this finger belongs to Blende royalty, Luge. He also wears his 

costume: a sleek orange-and-brown armored suit that helps him slide along his 

self-generated rocket-paths and channel the excess energy cleanly. We realize Luge is here 

as part of a time-honored Representatives tradition: the second-newest member escorting 

the newest to their first briefing meeting. 

“Please don’t tell me you’re addicted to this garbage like Pocket?” Luge sighs, 

offering a hand to help Pearl off the bed. “At least he claims it helps him understand human 

behavior. What’s your excuse?” 

“Isn’t it my responsibility to know what people are saying about me?” Pearl asks. 
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“Actually, no,” Luge answers, nodding his head towards the door. His costume’s 

helmet remains cradled under his arm, revealing his brown skin, curly black hair, and 

trademark former-teen-heartthrob looks. 

Pearl follows Luge out into the hallway through the mansion’s member residence 

wing, which is located on Torrington House’s upper back floors. It’s a relatively short walk 

to the mission control wing just a few floors down…so We’d better get moving to the 

meeting while We watch, Ourself.  

“Easy for you to say,” Pearl returns. “You’ve been famous since before you were 

born.” 

“Exactly. That’s why you should listen to me on this,” Luge says. “I’m going to tell 

you the same thing my mom told me the day I was old enough for my first smart phone.” 

Pearl listens eagerly, her eyes wide. She grew up reading about Luge in her beloved 

tabloid magazines, so We can only imagine how surreal this moment must feel to her. Luge 

is a prince of the Blendian royal family, so to hear private words of wisdom from Luge’s 

mother—the current Queen—must be exhilarating for Pearl. 

“What anyone says about you in the public isn’t actually about you, it’s only ever 

about the person speaking. It’s easy to sit on the sidelines and judge, but if you’re the one in 

the arena doing the damn thing, the only voices that matters are yours and those of your 

peers.” 

Pearl listens to this and We can tell it soaks all the way into her.  

But alas, she is only 22, and her well of experience only runs so deep. Even though 

these wise words resonate with Pearl, We expect tonight when she is alone again in her 

room, she’ll still turn that interview back on and read every single comment written about 

her. It takes time for wisdom to sink deep enough to drive action—We’ve had to learn this 

the hard way, just like everyone else. 

“Okay, wow. Well, instead of totally freaking out about that, I’ve been dying to ask 

you,” Pearl chatters, still buzzing. “Is there any truth to the rumors that you and Kid Halo 

finally went out on a proper date?” 

“Um, didn’t we just talk about the whole gossip thing?” 

“I’ll take that as a yes.” Pearl smiles, nudging Luge’s shoulder. 
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“How about this,” Luge sighs once again. “If you see any signs of our fearless leader 

unclenching and actually taking a night off, you let me know? 

“Ah,” Pearl answers. “Noted.” 

*** 

Once we’ve all settled in the briefing room, Kid Halo stands at the head of the 

conference table. As usual, he seems most at home there—he makes leading look effortless, 

with his spotless alabaster skin and shining blue eyes, which glow almost as brightly as the 

yellow halo bands of his costume. But We’ve known Kid Halo long enough to understand he 

did not just wake up like this—his flawlessness as a leader comes from years of 

hard-earned work and rigorous self-examination. 

We glance across the briefing table at Pearl, who quite literally looks up to Kid Halo, 

and think of how much she stands to learn from him about success. Part of Us believes 

Pearl still deserves this opportunity to learn and grow, despite Our other…reservations. 

“Welcome, all of you, to this latest incarnation of The Representatives,” Kid Halo 

begins. “I hoped to plan an easy opening mission for us, to field test all the training we’ve 

done as a new roster. However, we’ve got a lead on the recent string of beatings targeting 

Galactic Council officers. The GC sent us this manifesto video.”  

Kid Halo steps aside from the wall-sized screen behind him, which currently bears 

the seal of the Galactic Council—the governing body that partially oversees our team. The 

Representatives actually operate autonomously based on our own charter, but maintaining 

healthy relationships with Blende’s government, the royal family and the Galactic Council 

offers us greatly improved operating ability. 

Of course, in all our years defending Blende, The Representatives have faced 

innumerable threats, each seemingly more dire than the last. However, when We see the 

face that appears on the briefing screen next, We fear this new threat might be the one that 

unravels us from the inside. 

At first glance, the woman staring back through the camera looks ordinary enough. 

Her light purple skin suggests she’s a Repo, most of whom usually present pastel-toned 

appearances. The woman’s suit of body armor and her cropped, one-sided haircut suggests 

an affiliation with Blende local law enforcement, but there’s only one detail We need to tell 
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Us who she is: the amethyst gemstone fixed at the base of her throat, identical in size and 

shape to Pearl’s…and coursing with the same raw power. 

Then one remaining detail demonstrates how potentially dangerous she is: she 

stands with one foot resting on the unconscious body of a Galactic Council Corps officer.  

“You must be wondering why I have attacked all these officers, but they all have one 

thing in common,” the woman begins, in a voice both strong and resolute. “Each is 

responsible for the unlawful death of an innocent Repo citizen. And each incident has gone 

unpunished.” 

Hearing this, all eyes at the briefing table slide to Pearl, since she is the only Repo in 

the room. If only they knew how much deeper Pearl’s connection runs…but We suppose 

they will soon enough, now.  

“We Repos are told we are no longer second-class citizens, that we now have the 

same rights as every shining, powerful Replete,” the woman on-screen continues. “And that 

against any ‘lingering’ oppression we Repos must seek justice in nonviolent resistance. But 

until violence is removed from our oppression, it must be employed in our revolution.” 

We should be continuing to watch this manifesto video along with everyone else, 

but Our eyes shift focus to Pearl. She stares at the screen, frozen, unable to hide the horror 

on her face. 

“So I call upon The Representatives to live up to their name. Will you join me in 

bringing these corrupt officers to justice?” the woman asks, still staring straight back into 

the camera. “And if you find yourself asking who I am, look around…because one of you 

knows me quite well.” 

With this final proclamation, the screen cuts to black. Kid Halo steps back front and 

center to address the team, but before he can say a word, Pearl audibly chokes back a sob. 

“I…I need…” she whispers, one hand to her mouth. “Excuse me.” 

Pearl then stands and runs from the room. The rest of The Representatives are left 

stunned, which distracts them enough for Our eyes to flash blue, accessing Our secondary 

vision once again. In Our mind’s eye, We watch Pearl as she flees back to her bedroom 

suite, wiping away tears. Back in the briefing room, there is chatter about who should 

follow her. Sadly, the answer presented does not surprise Us. 
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We continue watching as Pearl sobs in her bedroom, trying to pull herself together 

after this nasty shock. We then watch as she is joined by none other than Collette Scratch, 

founding member and resident matriarch of The Representatives. 

“Pearl?” Collette asks as she enters. 

“Collette?” Pearl keeps her back turned, sniffling to stop her crying. “I just need a 

minute to—” 

“You do not dismiss me,” Collette interrupts. “You’re going to tell me who that is. But 

first…” 

Collette crosses the room and turns Pearl around to face her. Pearl is taller than 

Collette by half a foot, but Collette still holds all the command—she always has. Collette is 

elegance personified: she stores it all in her pale-porcelain skin and red-orange bob, in her 

iconic blue and white bodysuit. Collette is as poised as they come…which is why it’s always 

so startling when she inevitably rips you to shreds. 

We should know—We are her husband, after all. 

Which is also why We feel compelled to switch off Our vision once Collette arches 

her toes… 

And reaches up to kiss Pearl, with every ounce of the passion she once reserved for 

Us. 

*** 

The Representatives re-gather fairly quickly after this interruption, but not in the 

briefing room. We find ourselves in the private hull of our branded hover-chopper, en route 

to this roster’s first official assignment. Mission control staffers found location coordinates 

embedded within the manifesto video—it seems our “mysterious” foe wants us to find her. 

The invitation is no doubt a trap, but nonetheless it’s been decided The Representatives 

must follow this lead, to prevent any further attacks on GCC officers. The team then chose 

to take the chopper to preserve Pocket’s teleportation batteries, in case we do indeed 

require emergency evacuation.  

To center Ourself in the face of such uncertainty, for a moment We focus Our vision 

out of the nearest window. Our home, the capital city of Sorrel Fork, rolls by 

underneath—its high rises and sprawling streets, the greatest trade hub and cultural 

epicenter in all the Verses Galaxy. Perhaps We’re biased, but We’ve also travelled with The 
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Representatives long and far enough to know there’s no place quite like Sorrel Fork—a 

melting pot in the center of our galaxy, home to dozens of intergalactic races and a thriving 

ground zero for all of Blende’s interplanetary commerce, politics, and entertainment arts. 

One brilliant chunk of ordered chaos unlike any other. 

We were born here in Sorrel Fork, as a young boy to an unremarkable, middle-class 

Replete family. Of course, unremarkable Repletion still carries many social privileges on 

Blende, not to mention unique extra-human abilities. Our abilities manifested in Our 

teenage years, but it took until Our 20s to truly learn to master them. Before then, We fear 

We were considered quite insane. 

We were born with the ability to see more than most—“surveillance vision,” a 

Specialist once called it. But it took some time for anyone, including Us, to understand Our 

gifts ran so much deeper than this surface-level use. When focused on a population of 

people, Our vision allows Us to “see” their aggregated groupthink: to grasp the history of 

urban folklore, or communicate with local cultural myth. And when focused on an 

individual, We can see personal mythology, or commune with self-perceived history. 

As one might imagine, coming to understand this unique gift was far more difficult 

than learning to fly or shoot beams of energy. In fact, the process of mastering this power 

looked much like losing Our mind. After all, to gaze at a person and understand them 

completely is a revealing, startling thing—especially when a person has yet to understand 

themselves. Or to look at an entire society and see it so clearly, when so few others seem 

able to—that’s a maddening thing.  

So We removed ourselves from other people for many years in Our troubled teens, 

living in a monastery to master our gifts and hone many martial arts disciplines. That’s 

actually when We began thinking in The Royal We. After We aligned with Our truest core 

self—with Our inner purpose made practice—We realized something fundamental about 

humanity: No one soul matters more than another, because every soul holds infinite worth. 

Once We began living from this place, once this single mantra became Our personal 

mission statement, everything in Our life flowed forth. It’s what inspired Us to become a 

hero, to use Our gifts to protect, serve, and empower others. It’s what crafted the infamous 

persona of Retina, the Seer of the Streets. It’s what led Us, as Retina, to fight in the 
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legendary battle that founded The Representatives, all those years ago. And it’s what 

brought Us to meet Collette, the woman We’ve loved every single day since. 

In this moment, We look down at Sorrel Fork, Our home, which feels so much like an 

extension of Our soul. It’s fitting to look at the city through Our own reflection in the tinted 

window: Our creased dark-grey skin and blackened eyes, Our armored costume in navy 

and white, designed to match Collette’s… 

Collette Scratch and Retina, the iconic heroic couple. 

We look at us now and hardly recognize who We see. 

“Okay, so this is actually good,” Kid Halo begins, standing in the center of the hull 

lounge, where The Representatives sit arranged in armchairs and sofas. “I didn’t want to 

have this conversation in front of the full mission control staff and the recording drones.” 

“Actually, they prefer the term ‘memory betches,’” Pocket chimes in, his android 

faceplate displaying exclamation points. “Even drone bots have feelings, you know.” 

“No, they do not,” Nifty Eons adds next, predictably. Ze is not only Pocket’s covert 

partner from long before their time on The Representatives, ze is an empathetic expert and 

an inscrutable literalist. “Obviously Pocket is cracking a joke to ease the tension 

surrounding Pearl’s visible distress, which we must address if we are to have any hope of 

success in this mission.” 

“Yes, as always, Nifty cuts right to the chase,” Kid Halo says. As he speaks, Pocket 

changes his faceplate to a pixelated hand making an L shape, his marker for Lame/Loser. In 

response, Nifty turns hir antlered head sideways, sticking out hir serpentine-split tongue.  

“Pearl, what do we need to know here?” Kid Halo continues. 

Pearl takes a breath, dread emanating out of her. She does not want to speak, but 

she also knows she no longer has a choice in the matter. 

“Hurry along, dear,” Collette says. “Not all of us have such youth to burn.” 

The jab suggests Collette has already seen Pearl’s debut interview and that she read 

the comments, as well. We used to urge Collette not to, but unlike Pearl internalizing this 

feedback, Collette has learned to wield public opinion like a weapon. It’s one of the things 

We grew to admire most about her—the claws that cut through inauthenticity.  
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Why Collette uses them on Pearl this way seems…puzzling, given the secret truth of 

their relationship. Or, perhaps, it is simply the greatest show of faith Collette knows to 

offer, to care enough to challenge. 

“Easy, Collette,” Luge jumps in. “Our first case seems to include a ghost from Pearl’s 

past. We’ve all been through that—but none of us ever had to face it on day one.” 

“No, Collette is right,” Pearl says. “I had no reason to share this before, but for the 

good of the team I have to now.” 

Pearl takes another deep breath before carrying on, once again absent-mindedly 

clutching her gemstone cuff. 

“You all know I always dreamed of becoming a member of The Representatives, to 

be a role model empowering other Repos. I studied abroad for years to learn the mystic 

arts and while on a pilgrimage I discovered—or was chosen to discover—the gemstone 

that boosted my learned powers. I then returned to Blende and you all know how hard I 

worked to make it here…but there’s a part of the story no one knows.” 

Pearl pauses, trying to gather herself. She finally realizes she still clutches her wrist 

cuff and lets go. 

“I had a partner in my studies…another Repo who was also chosen to receive a 

second gemstone—the only other of its kind, a balanced compliment to my own. That 

partner is the woman you see in the video—she goes by the alias Torque, ‘the twist that 

forces movements.’ We used to dream of all the same things, but while the power of my 

gemstone amplified my access to the shaded spectrum and my desire to inspire others, 

Torque’s gemstone only amplified her physical strength and her rage. 

“Once we both found the power we sought, all I could think about was returning to 

Blende and using this newfound power to inspire other Repos as their Representative. But 

after accepting her gemstone, Torque became obsessed with returning to Blende to destroy 

the powers that be, in order to make amends for all Repos had lost. Everything I wanted to 

protect and progress, Torque wanted to destroy and replace. But more than that, her 

power—Torque was so strong. She was so intense, it…scared me. So I did something I 

thought I’d never have to tell another living soul… 

“I used my mystic mastery to send Torque far away, and then I cast a protective 

spell when I came back to Blende that was meant to keep her from ever returning. How she 
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managed to get back on Blende without me knowing…I have no clue. It shouldn’t be 

possible.” 

As Pearl finishes her story, a look of genuine fear remains etched on her face. But the 

fear looks different to Us—not focused on Torque, but rather focused on the prospect of 

losing her coveted spot on The Representatives. 

We have questions—many questions—but Luge is the first to speak. 

“It sounds like you did the right thing, Pearl,” he says, placing a hand on her 

shoulder. “Classic archenemy origin stuff.” 

“Unfortunately, the right thing would have also been disclosing the full origins of 

your abilities from the start,” Collette says. “That way, we could have prepared for this.” 

“Now is not the time to point fingers,” Kid Halo jumps in. “Pearl, we’ll need to know 

everything you do about Torque. But first, do our three global-powereds sense anything 

unusual?” 

“There have been no notable disruptions in Blende’s teleportation field,” Pocket 

answers first. “So however Torque shantayed to stay, she was properly smuggled.” 

“Now that I know look for it, I do detect a considerable shift in the righteous anger 

quotient within Sorrel Fork,” Nifty adds. “And if this shift is at all proportionate to Torque’s 

personal power levels, Pearl is correct to fear her.” 

The Representatives look to Us next to offer insight, because of Our special 

connection to the city. We learned a long time ago to be mostly silent, to remain 

comfortable in stillness—when everything you say inevitably unsettles someone, it’s 

important to choose your words carefully. So for all of Our wisdom and understanding, We 

have grown somewhat…removed. Perhaps this is part of why Collette has fallen out of love 

with Us? Or at least decided We are no longer enough?  

We choose to let these troubling thoughts—and their accompanying 

emotions—pass, because We must still exercise restraint. Instead, Our eyes flash orange as 

We access Our urban folklore vision. From this high up, We are able to glimpse the haze of 

fresh anger and power surging through the city. To think Torque’s effect is this prominent, 

even before her manifesto goes public…  

“Nifty’s assessment rings true,” We say out loud. “And what Pearl says also rings 

true.” 
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We rarely feel compelled to lie—though this was not technically a lie. It is Our 

understanding that everything Pearl said has been true—it’s just that she continues to omit 

so much else. 

“Okay, of course I’ll tell you everything I know about Torque’s power and 

motivations,” Pearl says next, almost clipping the end of Our statement. Clearly, We make 

her nervous. 

Good. 

“But first, you have to know the most important part,” Pearl continues, taking 

another deep breath. “Torque is also my… 

“She’s my older sister.” 

A bombshell of stunned silence rocks the hull, but We don’t need anyone to speak to 

know what Our teammates are thinking. Luge must be weighing whether exiling a sibling 

this way is a sign of great heroism, or great selfishness. Pocket no doubt tries to understand 

why humanoids place such weight on these familial connections in the first place, when all 

humans share 99.9% of the same genetic makeup. Nifty the spy must be deciding that Pearl 

is no longer to be trusted—for as ze always says, dishonesties are like cockroaches: where 

there’s one, there’s bound to be more. Kid Halo is likely running scenarios on the public 

relations implications when this untold story inevitably goes viral. Collette must be feeling 

boundless sympathy and support for Pearl, underneath her visible frustration.  

After all, Collette knows this is exactly the kind of scandal that could end Pearl’s run 

on The Representatives before it even begins. And what would it mean for Collette, if all 

Pearl’s scandals started coming out? 

From the moment We met Pearl, Our Retina vision communicated her personal 

mythology clearly. It’s hard to describe how these powers work. We can sift through the 

visions, attempt to guide them, but to say We have control over what We see would be 

inaccurate. It’s much like asking an artist how they paint or a writer where their ideas come 

from—accessing Our power is a combination of trained discipline and inexplicable 

inspiration. So it’s impossible to describe how We see what We see…and sometimes it’s 

impossible to decide what We see.  
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We vowed many years ago to never use Our Retina vision on Collette 

purposefully—this is part of why she remains Our blind spot. And perhaps why Collette 

believes We do not see her affair. Unless she does not care that We can see, somehow... 

This is another part of why We have opened this Case Log, to reflect and find 

answers to important questions of Our own: do We distrust Pearl because she’s having an 

affair with Our wife? Or do We distrust Pearl because of Our knowledge of her powers and 

her connection to this new challenger? 

There are so many reasons Pearl fears Torque’s return, but we know the part she 

still has yet to tell anyone, the part she hopes she’ll take to her grave… 

Pearl’s darkest secret still remains hidden—and Torque is the only other person in 

the galaxy, aside from Us, who knows it. 

*** 

If you’re reading this Case Log, you must be wondering why We have chosen to 

guard Pearl’s secret. Of course, Pearl obviously has a side of her that’s willing to go to great 

lengths to empower herself. You might ask: what good is it being a hero if you must do 

villainous things to get there? 

If We’ve learned anything in Our many years, it’s that no hero—no person—is 

perfect. For all her flaws, Pearl’s presence on The Representatives indeed means the world 

to so many Repo citizens, in a time when they need inspiration the most. And earning an 

appointment on The Representatives is a monumental feat—Pearl had to prove herself a 

thousand ways to get here. But most importantly, Pearl also understands her mission, her 

heroic purpose, so much more clearly than others her age. 

Most humans fail to see two fundamental truths about their own selves and the 

societies they build. First, that every living soul is a unique reflection of the same source; 

that each of us is connected. The second fundamental truth is the one Pearl sees far more 

clearly—that modern humans have access to the solutions and tools capable of fixing most 

global problems: wealth divides, social inequality, climate change and the like. The question 

of why humanity does not utilize these tools fully remains confounding.  

One theory posits human “egos” require superiority, causing us resist any  change 

that impacts our short-term profit or power: getting rich quickly at any cost, then ignoring 
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any consequences to maintain these riches. Another theory posits humans are only able to 

grow through suffering—success teaches us nothing.  

We have many more thoughts to share on these theories (and will disclose these in 

future Case Logs), but for now We’ve arrived at one conclusion: being human means being 

constantly complicit in the suffering of others.  

However, if We believe if being human means enduring inevitable suffering—and 

humans only grow through suffering—then being human must also mean always seeing the 

potential for growth.  

Pearl worked this truth out for herself during her studies, and her definition of being 

a hero is simple: she believes the hero’s job is not to solve humanity’s problems, but rather 

protect and empower those who can. Another reason We opened this Case Log is because 

We sense Pearl will soon face a question that will define her: what matters more to Pearl, 

her ideals or her power? And which is she willing to sacrifice to become a hero? 

We know Our fate—and the fate of The Representatives—depends upon Pearl’s 

answer. 

These are the thoughts that fill Our mind as the transport chopper arrives at our 

destination—a rooftop on the outskirts of Sorrel Fork, home to an automated 

manufacturing factory...the perfect place for an civilian-free fight. The Representatives drop 

down in defensive formation, since Torque herself waits for us there.  

Our first impression of Torque is that she indeed coursers with raw power, also 

focused through a keen understanding of her own purpose. While Pearl’s definition of a 

hero focuses on growth, Torque’s focuses on suffering. Torque believes it’s the hero’s job to 

pick up the problem-solving tools and use them to break that which is corrupt, then build 

anew. 

Seeing Torque now, We assume many of Our teammates must be feeling the same 

way We do: unsure of who is truly right, Pearl or Torque. While We’re not sure We agree 

with Torque’s methods, We certainly understand her argument—especially if what she 

says of these GCC officers is true. Naturally, the GCC has vehemently denied all such 

accusations…but we Representatives know what it means to protect our own. Look what 

We’ve already done for Pearl.  
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Things have moved so quickly, The Representatives haven’t been given the chance 

to discuss any potential dissent—and We fear this doubt is the mightiest potential weapon 

Torque can use against us. Of course, this fact is not lost on any of us as a pair of Network 

NewsBots fly into the air nearby, to capture this standoff. For all we know, Torque called 

them here. 

“The Representatives. I’ve waited a very long time to meet you,” Torque says, her 

voice projecting loud and clear across the roof. Her eyes remain trained on Kid Halo, not 

once even glancing at Pearl. “But are you here to help me bring these corrupt officers to 

justice, or to stand in my way?” 

“We’re here to talk, hopefully,” Kid Halo answers. 

“Actions speak louder,” Torque says. “And your actions suggest you came here to 

fight.” 

“We know who you are and how powerful you’ve become” Kid Halo counters. “But 

even you can’t take all seven of us. Please come back with us to Torrington House, so we 

can begin to sort this out diplomatically?” 

Torque’s anger flares visibly hearing this, a purple current pulsing through her. 

Instinctively, We clench Our fists.  

“I have no reason to trust you,” Torque says, finally turning her attention to Pearl. 

“You know exactly why.” 

Under the weight of her sister’s gaze, Pearl visibly flinches.  

“But you don’t know a thing about the new me. Or what I’m capable of,” Torque 

concludes. “For example: what makes you think I’d face you alone?” 

As Torque finishes speaking, three figures suddenly emerge from the stairwell 

behind her. We should be using Our vision to identify the others, but all We can focus on is 

the man who stands shoulder to shoulder with Torque, that same self-satisfied smile 

plastered on his face… 

It belongs to The Native—The Representatives’ very first enemy.  

Instantly, two things become clear: We understand exactly how Torque was able to 

return to Blende unnoticed…. 

And this situation just grew much, much worse. 
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Want to know what happens next? 
Read Issue #2 (out now) and all future issues at Patreon.com/zacharysergi.  

(Full list of available issue links here). 
Your monthly subscription helps enable Zach to continue writing! 

Also access Polls & Comments to help build future storylines as Zach writes new installments 
of The Representatives each month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAN ART 

 

Pearl Bellamy by Hannah McDonald & Nifty Eons by Madyson Pellegrino 
 

Send your Fan Art to zacharysergi@zacharysergi.com  
(or post on your favorite Social Media platform and tag Zach)  

to be featured in the next issue! 
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